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Initially, AutoCAD was developed for use in
architecture and engineering, but has since evolved to
become a tool used by many other types of
professionals in the design, construction, and
maintenance industries. The first commercial version
of AutoCAD was introduced by Silvanus Marsh in
1984 and was named after a character in the Grimm's
fairy tales. It was renamed AutoCAD in 1992 to
coincide with the release of AutoCAD LT, a smaller,
lower-priced version of the application. Since its
original release, AutoCAD has been updated many
times. From version 1.0 to 3.0, AutoCAD came in a
number of different editions, ranging from basic to
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professional. As of AutoCAD 2020, AutoCAD has a
single edition — Autodesk AutoCAD LT 2020,
released in 2016. In this article, we will describe the
features of AutoCAD. How AutoCAD Works In
AutoCAD, you draw or annotate objects on a
computer screen. Objects can have different shapes,
sizes, colors, text, and more. After you draw an
object, you can alter it with different editing tools.
Editing tools include the Pen, Cursor, Ruler, Line,
Arc, Circle, Arc Line, Polyline, Polygon, Object
Snap, and other tools. These tools will be discussed
in detail later in this article. AutoCAD also has
several different views that you can use to view your
drawings. You can view your drawing in
orthographic (front-view), horizontal (side view), and
vertical (top-down) views. When you select an Ortho,
Horizontal, or Vertical view, you can zoom in on the
drawing by using the Iso and Zoom tools. You can
also pan the drawing around in the view by using the
Pan and Zoom tools. How to Use AutoCAD
AutoCAD is used by designers, engineers, architects,
carpenters, and other professionals who need to
create precise and detailed drawings that are used for
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making models of buildings, car bodies, bridges, and
more. The following sections will describe the main
features of AutoCAD and how to use it. Editing
Tools The AutoCAD drawing area is called the
“command line,” and all your drawing tools are
located on the command line. When you move the
cursor to the command line and press the Enter key,
you will see a small icon of a line,
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Application programming interfaces (APIs) which
are functions that allow an external program to
communicate with AutoCAD. The AutoCAD
application programming interface allows
programmers to create applications for use within
AutoCAD. Currently, AutoCAD supports the
following APIs: ObjectARX (version 1.1) (released
January 27, 2007). This API is for accessing
AutoCAD and third party applications from C++
programs. It is not dependent on the AutoLISP
programming environment. ObjectARX is available
for download free from Autodesk Exchange.
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AutoLISP (version 1.9.6.0) (released January 2007).
This API is for programming AutoCAD directly
from the AutoLISP environment. The AutoLISP
language was developed by Carl R. Boutell for use
with AutoCAD. However, AutoLISP can be used in
other applications as well. Visual LISP (version
1.8.4) (released August 2007). This API is for
programming AutoCAD directly from the Visual
LISP environment. Visual LISP is a programming
environment developed by Robert C. Martin that is
very similar to the Visual Basic and Delphi
languages, but can be used for programming
AutoCAD and third party AutoCAD applications.
Windows programming APIs (version 1.7.0.1). This
API allows programming AutoCAD directly from
Windows applications. Microsoft Visual C++ Tools
for AutoCAD (version 1.7.1). This API allows
programmers to develop AutoCAD applications
using Visual C++. It is available for download free
from Autodesk Exchange. Microsoft C# (version
1.7.1). This API allows programmers to develop
AutoCAD applications using Microsoft's.NET
framework. It is available for download free from
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Autodesk Exchange. ObjectARX (version 1.1) and
AutoLISP (version 1.9.6.0) can be downloaded from
Autodesk Exchange. Visual LISP (version 1.8.4)
and.NET are not available on Autodesk Exchange.
The Windows programming APIs and the Microsoft
C# APIs are available on Autodesk Exchange. The
AutoCAD application programming interface allows
programmers to access AutoCAD via the COM
Automation Services programming interface. This
programming interface allows accessing several
different areas of AutoCAD. The AutoLISP
programming environment allows programmers to
create a1d647c40b
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Click File > New > Project. Select Autodesk
Autocad(or just Autocad). Click next. Select 2D and
3D to open. Give a name to your project and click
next. Give a location to save your project. Create a
new subfolder on the selected location if you do not
have a existing folder. Click finish.
What's New in the AutoCAD?

Enhanced markup editing and annotation: Create and
edit a wide range of traditional and modern markup
annotations, including arrows, labels, callouts,
borders, and text. Prevent overlay of your
annotations when you move, rotate, or scale your
model. Export annotated views to generate a PDF or
plotter command. (video: 6:05 min.) All new
automatic CAD refinement: Model design changes
immediately by estimating, calculating, and
calculating the results of your design changes.
Automatically convert and convert all interactive
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annotations to align with all model views. Add a
supporting view as soon as a model is converted. Add
a camera view and turn it on or off as the design
changes. Show and hide selected views as the design
changes. Add a supplemental view to provide a
practical tool for the designer, such as a distance
measurement. Create an offset view to show the
results of design changes in a second model or in an
offset view. Resize a view in a supplemental model
by changing its scale factor. Auto-discovering the
model and annotation: Auto-detect the model and
associated annotations (inactive annotations) from a
PDF or scanned image file. Scan and open files on
any path. Automatically remove annotations or
inactive annotations from the CAD model. Enable
and disable a particular annotation without having to
delete or redo. Create a new annotation from a PDF
or scanned image. All new design features: Multiuser collaboration: Allow users to collaborate on a
single design with any combination of CAD models
and annotation layers. Share the work between users
using a cloud-based storage service. Set each user’s
own level of control. Change the annotation type for
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each user, such as arrows, callouts, and annotations,
without compromising the integrity of the original
design. Create multiple variants of a view at different
levels of detail. Create shared design, annotation, and
reference document files for collaboration. Automate
the design process using AutoLISP: Create a
collection of reusable commands for creating,
editing, and annotating views. Use AutoLISP
expressions to call commands, methods, or variables
as functions. Configure your command options using
a graphical user interface. Use AutoLISP to
automatically configure the settings of any
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows
10 CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Phenom II X3 720,
or equivalent Recommended: CPU: Intel Core i3 or
AMD Athlon II X4 GPU: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560
or AMD Radeon HD 5870 RAM: 2 GB The best
3DS emulator (as of August 2018) is GZDoom.
GZDoom GZDoom is an open source third
generation port of Doom
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